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No part of this manual may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic or mechanical, including 

photocopying, recording or any information storage and retrieval system, without written permission from the author. 

Toolshop® and Universal Blueprint® are registered trademarks. Unauthorized use of these names or any copyrighted text or 

graphics are prohibited by law. 
 

 
Throughout this manual, you will see the following abbreviations: 
RT or RTITI =  Relationship Toolshop® International Training Institute, LLC  
GF  = Group Facilitator 
DPS =  Direct Service Provider(s) (Advisors & Group Facilitators) 
PT  =  Parents Toolshop®  
PTC =  Parents Toolshop® Consulting 
TPT = The Parents Toolshop® (book title) 
UB® = Universal Blueprint®  
S&P =  Standards and Practices 
RTLeaders =  Relationship Toolshop® Leaders 
 
This Standards and Practices Manual and any pre-acceptance orientation resources (i.e. The Leader Inquiry resources) provide 

details about what each training program provides and each party’s responsibilities and deadlines during the training process 

and active certification period.  

This manual is not written in stone. It is constantly being reviewed and updated as people ask questions the committee has not 

before answered or clarified. Rather than individually negotiate each decision, the S&P committee decides on a standard 

uniform policy that would be equitable to all current and future Relationship Toolshop® Leaders — while maintaining and 

protecting the quality assurance guidelines to which the committee has a primary commitment.  

At the time of initial application and in their annual reactivation report, Leaders confirm their understanding of and 

commitment to follow all Leader policies described in the most current S&P Manual. Once a tuition payment has been made, 

compliance by both parties (RTITI and the trainee) is expected. Whenever S&P updates are sent to all leaders (often with any 

changes highlighted), those policies go into effect and there is an opportunity for all leaders to ask questions and get 

clarifications of the new policies. Once that opportunity has been provided, whether a leader chooses to participate in those 

discussions, compliance with the then-current polices is expected without additional signatures of confirmation or past 

agreements. 
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Relationship Toolshop® Leader  

Standards & Practices Manual 

              

If you haven’t already, please read the Introduction and Advisor sections (Part I and III) before reading this 

document. Reading Section II: Content Contributor is optional. They can be found at 

http://relationshiptoolshop.com/leader-training/applicant-info/sp-manual/ 

 

Are You Ready to Take the Next Step? Just What Would That Step Be? 

So, you have graduated from a full-length Toolshop® class and would like to support others who are 

learning what you’ve learned by providing 1:1 and group coaching! That’s awesome! Since you’ll be 

providing direct service around clarifying the teachings and supporting people in applying what they 

learn to their lives, you’ll need to get certified as a Toolshop® Advisor (Coach). To learn more about 

what Advisors do and how to become one, read this section of the S&P Manual, where you’ll find the 

following information: 

 

 

 

PART IV: ADVISOR CERTIFICATION 
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APPENDIX: LEADER FORMS (Return to the Leader Inquiry Information page, 
http://relationshiptoolshop.com/leader-training/applicant-info/sp-manual/, and click on the appropriate link to 
find the forms referred to in this section.) 

 

http://relationshiptoolshop.com/leader-training/applicant-info/sp-manual/
http://relationshiptoolshop.com/leader-training/applicant-info/sp-manual/
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RELATIONSHIP TOOLSHOP® ADVISOR (COACH) CERTIFICATION 
 

WHAT IS A RELATIONSHIP TOOLSHOP® ADVISOR? 

Relationship Toolshop® Advisors are trained and authorized to use Toolshop® teachings, including the proprietary 

“Universal Blueprint® Formula (UB) For Building Healthy Relationships,” to provide several key services.  

● Advisors use the Universal Blueprint® to help clients solve a particular problem, in 1:1 coaching or 

ongoing support group sessions. 

● Advisors may support individuals or a group of people who have completed (Graduates) or are completing 

a Toolshop® program by providing support around applying what they are learning to their relationships.  

● Advisors coach individual clients on how to apply the UB® to their lives at a deeper level.  

Advisors are not certified to teach the UB® or Toolshop® concepts during their sessions, nor are they certified to 

facilitate educational groups that use or teach Toolshop® concepts, like Group Facilitators. (A “Group” is a 

minimum of 3 non-related clients to whom the professional is presenting information and the session is not 

exclusively focusing on one client’s issues.) (See the GF section of the S&P Manual.) 

Advisors working 1:1 with a client may answer questions about the Universal Blueprint®, clarify what the client has 

already learned, and do problem-solving focusing around the client’s unique, individual challenges.  In order to 

continue serving them, Advisors may also refer clients to where they can get more information to learn more skills 

that would help them resolve the issues they identify. The Advisor session is not used to teach the skills; that is 

done by GFs through their classes. 

 

 

Since coaching is client led, Advisors can address issues the client wants to explore. This means that it is 

appropriate to help clients look at the larger picture of their relationships and what kind of relationships they want 

to have. This helps them to more fully understand what their roadblocks are and helps them design action steps to 

help them reach their relationship goals.  

 

 

WHY RECEIVE ADVISOR CERTIFICATION?  

• Advisor certification is necessary to provide consistent quality consultation or coaching to individuals or groups 

served by one specific RTITI niche division. Advisors use and model the UB® to support people in applying 

the UB® to the relationship (or issues) on which that RTITI niche division/curriculum focuses.  Advisors do 

not teach the UB®, its concepts or tools. (This Advisor section provides further clarifications.) 
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This section of the S&P Manual focuses on the training requirements for the Advisors who provide coaching and 

training for one Expert’s target market. (See the red arrows.) 

 

 

WHO GETS ADVISOR CERTIFICATION? 

All Relationship Toolshop® Leaders get this certification, to help RTITI achieve its mission of reaching as 

many people as possible and helping them improve their relationships. 

● As described in the Introduction, Leaders pursuing Expert certification must complete all RTITI Leader 

training programs: Advisor, Group Facilitator and Expert, in that order.  

● Non-Experts only receive either Advisor Certification or both Advisor and Group Facilitator Certifications  

and be considered a “Direct Service Provider” for one specific RT Expert’s niche-specific 

services/curriculum. (You can get multiple certifications from multiple experts, in multiple curricula, but 

each certification is from one RT Expert, for one niche curricula.) 

The Experts’ ultimate goal is to co-create new relationship-niche specific Toolshop® resources, services and 

curricula that serve their target market. They do this by first learning the UB®, then getting certified to use the UB® 
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as an Advisor, to coach their clients, then as a Group Facilitator, to teach their clients the UB® as it relates to their 

niche-specific target population’s needs and special issues. Then they go on to develop their own DSP certification 

training programs, to reach more people in the target population they serve than they could serve individually. 

Think of it this way:  

● Toolshop® Experts are joint venture partners with RTITI, co-creating and co-Directing (with Jody) a co-

branded subsidiary niche division of RTITI.  

● Non-expert Toolshop® Leaders (Advisors and GFs) are consultants within an Expert’s RTITI niche 

division who help deliver the direct services and educational programs that Expert has co-developed for 

the target population that is the focus of that Expert’s niche. 

 

HOW DO LEADERS USE THIS CERTIFICATION? 

Once Certified, Advisors are qualified and authorized to provide all the following services: 

 

● Group coaching, which usually occurs in two different areas: 
○ On live support calls/webinars for various program, around applying what is being taught/learned 

in the program/resource to their family. Again, there is no teaching done.  
○ On on-line discussion forums, such as an internal Toolshop® forum in a learning environment, 

Facebook discussion group, or other discussion area started by the RT Expert for that niche. 

 

● Problem-solving, which involves walking a client through the UB® problem-solving process and supporting 

them as they decide on solutions to try, without teaching the UB® process to them. 
 

● Coaching for introspective self-growth, which usually occurs one-on-one over multiple sessions and 

months. 
 

● Strategy sessions to help match potential clients with the best entry-point or next-step program offered in 

that RT Experts’ service division. 
 

 

THE ADVISOR CERTIFICATION PROCESS  

Regardless of the Toolshop® curriculum and whether RTITI, a niche Expert or Certified Trainer-of-Trainer for that 

curriculum is certifying the Advisor candidate, the following standards of screening and training will apply: 

1) Apply for Advisor Certification, selecting a particular Toolshop® niche:  

• Potential RT Experts indicate the niche around which they plan to develop a RTITI niche division. 

• Non-experts select an existing niche-specific Toolshop® curriculum they want to represent.  

 
a) Leader Inquirers are screened, usually with a Strategy Session. RTITI’s President, Leader Coordinator or 

other authorized RTITI Trainer-of-Trainers interviews Expert candidates.  Niche-specific DSP candidates 

(non-Experts) are interviewed by the RT niche-specific Expert whose program the Inquirer wants to 

represent or a Certified Trainer-of-Trainer in that Expert’s Leader Team. Candidates who seem to be a 

good match for Toolshop® Leader certification receive an invitation to submit an application. 

 
b) Leader Inquirers submit an application, which includes information about their professional credentials 

and experience, commitments to follow a Code of Ethics and these RTITI Standards & Practices, a pre-

certification training agreement, and any other relevant information the certifying Expert deems important 

to know about professionals who may be serving their clients. (See the form in the Appendix.)  

 

http://relationshiptoolshop.com/leader-training/applicant-info/sp-manual/
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c) The application is reviewed by RTITI (for Expert applicants) or the Expert whose curriculum the 

applicant has chosen (for DSP applicants). Once approved, the application packet and recommendations are 

passed on to the S&P committee, who reviews the application and notifies the Leader Applicant within 7 

business days whether the application is approved, not approved, or needs S&P Committee discussion prior 

to approval, due to a concern or unexpected condition not encountered before. In the latter case, approval 

could be delayed until the next quarterly S&P Committee meeting and the Leader Applicant will be 

notified of that delay. 

 
2) Those who are accepted into the Advisor certification training process complete two training programs:  

 
a) Pre-certification Training: the comprehensive “core” UB® niche-specific Toolshop® training program the 

applicant eventually wants to teach or use for coaching. This program may be presented by the niche-

specific Toolshop® Expert or any Certified GF on that Leader Team. The Leader Trainee must: 

i.Complete all the usual training requirements the target-market participants complete for graduation. 

ii.Complete a special Pre-certification Study Guide (post-test) for Advisor certification trainees. 

iii.Use the Universal Blueprint®/Hintbook to plan PASRR Formula responses to 10 challenges in the 

niche they want to serve and submit them in writing. 

iv.Score 9+ (out of a possible 11 points) on the skill assessment for that program. 

v.Meet any other completion/graduation requirements the Toolshop® Expert mandates. 

This first step and all the submission/scoring requirements must be met before the trainee can begin the 

Advisor certification training program.  
 

b) Complete the Advisor Certification Training for the chosen niche-specific Toolshop® program. 

i.See below for standards that the Advisor certification program requires. 

ii.Meet any other completion/graduation requirements the niche-specific Toolshop® Expert mandates. 

iii.Begin a probationary period (outlined in the Advisor section below.) 

iv.Once the probationary requirements are met and recommendation for certification approved, the trainee 

receives Advisor certification.  

After successfully completing the Advisor Certification Training and probationary requirements, Advisors can 

choose to apply and pay an additional fee for GF Certification Training so they can then teach the UB®.  See the GF 

Certification section of the S&P Manual for more details on that certification process.  
 
3) Every year, the Advisor will submit an Annual report to both the S&P Committee and the Toolshop® Expert 

on whose team they serve. The Expert may require more frequent reporting. If any “shared hard cost” fees are 

due, such as a share of the professional liability insurance policy, the Leader pays those directly to RTITI, to 

“reactivate” their certification for another year. 

 

 Advisors are Direct Service Providers who are certified to use a selected RT Expert’s Toolshop® services and 

programs, to serve the target-niche population of that Expert’s focus. The core UB® training program and Advisor 

certification process for each Expert’s Toolshop® curriculum will have uniform Standards & Practices and teach the 

application of the UB® to that population’s unique relationship needs.   

RTITI is unable to guarantee other niche-specific Toolshop® Experts will give access to their co-branded core UB® 

course or DSP (Advisor and GF) certification programs to other certified Toolshop® Leaders or leaders-in-training 

if that person isn’t pursuing certification for their Leader Team.  (See larger diagram on page 5 of this section.) 

DSP candidates may choose to become certified to be an advisor/coach for more than one Toolshop® 

curriculum. If so, they need to take each Expert’s core UB® and Advisor certification program and meet any other 

pre-requisites or training requirements that Expert expects. There may be additional tuition fees for additional 

certifications. Fees are for one Toolshop® Advisor training package, whether RTITI’s “generic” Expert 

package or a niche-specific Expert’s Advisor certification package, unless otherwise stated. 
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For the current information about individual Toolshop® Expert’s Leader Certification programs, go to the website 

of that Expert’s Toolshop® sub-blog and look for a “Leader” tab in the yellow menu bar. Those who don’t have 

information have not yet created their Advisor certification program. There still may be a possibility to be certified 

if RTITI and that Expert agree on a specialized training plan that leverages existing Advisor certification programs. 

The remainder of this section of the S&P Manual will look, separately and in detail, at the Advisor certification 

program.  

 

ADVISOR CLASSIFICATION LEVELS  

Individual leaders who become Advisors may have different educational and professional credentials. Some are 

already licensed to provide certain types of services that other Advisors could be penalized for providing without 

these licenses. As a result, RTITI uses classifications to help assure each client is served by an Advisor best suited 

to their needs and Advisors are clear about the kinds of services they can and cannot provide through RTITI. 

• Level I - Advisors: have no prior training or certification in coaching, therapy or working 1:1 with clients 

other than the niche-specific Toolshop® Advisor Certification Program. (All Toolshop® Advisors will qualify 

for at least this Classification after completing a niche-specific Advisor training.) 

• Level II Advisors - Certified Coaches: have received training and certification from an organization other 

than Relationship Toolshop® International Training Institute and adhere to a separate code of ethics for coaches 

(in addition to this RTITI Leader Standards & Practices Manual’s Code of Ethics).  They may or may not, 

however, have degrees or training in therapeutic techniques, psychology, child development, family dynamics, 

or parenting.   

It is inaccurate to assume one can easily “cross-over” into providing niche-specific relationship coaching 

without knowledge of research-based relationship building philosophies and techniques specific to the 

population they would like to serve.  Therefore, the Relationship Toolshop® Advisor Certification training 

process provides already-certified coaches with the information and tools they need to further develop their 

expertise as a coach and better serve clients in their target market. 

Level II Coaches can meet 1-on-1 with a client or family and can enter into an agreement for multiple sessions. 

They are task-focused, however, using only “coaching” techniques, not family systems or therapeutic 

techniques, and are not qualified to deal with psychological, clinical, or mental health issues. For these services, 

they must refer clients to professionals with the type of expertise Level III or IV Advisors have. 

• Level III Advisors: Licensed/Certified Family Professionals (i.e. social workers, CFLEs).  These are 

professionals who have a degree, license or certification in a social-service-related field that allows them to 

meet with a client, couple or family for multiple, task-focused problem solving sessions to address multiple 

issues.  They are licensed and professionally accountable to a credentialing board which prohibits them from 

independently providing long-term therapeutic services. They are not usually licensed to diagnose or treat 

mental health issues. For these services, they must refer clients to professionals with the type of expertise Level 

IV Advisors have. 

• Level IV Advisors: Licensed Independent Practitioners (Therapist, MFT, Ph.D., Psychologist, LPCC, 

LISW, LCSW, etc.)  These professionals have advanced degrees and a license to have an independent practice 

that offers therapeutic services. Their degree/license may be in counseling, therapy, social work, psychology, or 

a related field and education in child development, family systems and relationship dynamics. They are 

licensed and professionally accountable to a licensing/credentialing board who allows them to independently 

provide long-term therapeutic services and, often, diagnosis and treatment of mental health issues. 

Independent Practitioners can meet with individual clients, couples, or whole families, however many sessions 

they deem necessary, and use family systems and other therapeutic techniques. 

Should Independent Practitioners opt to provide any clinical services (assessments, diagnoses, therapy or 

mental health treatment) to clients that are referred to them through RTITI channels, they must provide those 
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clinical services as an independent practitioner. They can still use the UB® with their clients, but RTITI’s 

liability insurance and Terms of Service specifically state that RTITI doesn’t provide clinical services, only 

education and coaching. Therefore, Independent Practitioners should have their own liability insurance if 

providing clinical services. Or they can ask RTITI to see if their RTITI liability insurance coverage can allow 

them to provide clinical services and, if so, pay any extra premium associated with that extra coverage. 

Advisors can only perform services they are currently licensed to offer. The RT Advisor certification will 

provide them with the system and content for guiding clients through personalized problem-solving, giving accurate 

advice, practical effective relationship building skills, additional credibility, and a new referral/income source. 

The Leader’s professional credentials determine the depth of service Advisors can give. Level I–III Advisors 

would need to refer to Level IV Advisors or community therapists if the clients they are advising have mental 

health issues or issues needing family systems counseling.  Only professionals who already have certification as 

a coach or professional license are eligible for Levels II through IV RT Advisor certification. 

Both clients and RT Advisors sign an agreement that outlines expectations and boundaries/guidelines of the 

type of service they can expect to give/receive, based on the level of the RT Advisor’s Classification. 
 

 

 

THE TOOLSHOP® ADVISOR CERTIFICATION TRAINING PROCESS 
 

RTITI Experts co-create a niche-specific Advisor certification program, based on the universal RTITI Advisor 

certification training they attended: Parents Toolshop® for coaching clients around relationships with children or 

RTITI Advisor Training for coaching clients around relationships with adults. Experts re-purpose that training 

program to co-create (with the RTITI President) a niche-specific Advisor certification training program for the team 

of Advisors/coaches they are building. 
 

Advisors are part of the RTITI Expert’s leader team of the program they choose to represent when providing 

coaching. That Expert will have an Advisor certification training program specific to the needs of their clientele 

that incorporates the skills taught in the RTITI core Advisor certification training Experts complete. Non-Expert 

RTLeaders can get Advisor certification from more than one RT niche-specific Expert and serve multiple niches, 

but must receive specific training to serve clients within each of the niches they serve. 
 
After an Advisor candidate’s application is approved, the trainee will complete the following steps for the 

Advisor certification training.  
 
Regardless of whether the RTLeader trainee is ultimately pursuing Expert or Direct Service Provider certification, 

all Advisor Certification Training programs include: 

• Review of Advisor Standards & Practices and the Role of the Advisor. 

• Using the Universal Blueprint® to support, guide and coach clients, with an emphasis on the target 

population’s special needs. 

• Learning how to facilitate Strategy Sessions, Gold and Grad Support calls/webinars, and 1:1 coaching. 

Experts re-purpose an existing Toolshop® Advisor program, so they will have guidelines for developing all 

these training components. 
 
The Advisor training will also include opportunities to practice the skills they are learning: 

• Participating in live Toolshop® group coaching/support webinars, to directly experience the process. 

• Listening to recorded Strategy Sessions and coaching calls, for training purposes. 

• Begin a probation period of up to 6 months that involves the Advisor trainee conducting supervised 

coaching calls, group coaching calls/webinars and strategy sessions. 

http://relationshiptoolshop.com/leader-training/applicant-info/sp-manual/
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Upon the completion of these requirements, the trainee will receive final Advisor certification and can provide 

Advisor services to the clients in the target population of the niche-specific Expert.  
 
Note: Although one module of the Advisor training offers guidelines for one-on-one long-term coaching, all the 

other modules focus almost-exclusively on teaching our Advisors (coaches) how to use the Universal Blueprint® 

problem-solving system in their coaching. Therefore, RTITI has not pursued accreditation for the Advisor Training 

from any coach-training credentialing board (such as the International Coach Federation).  
 
All certified Toolshop® Advisors who have been in the system for more than 1 year may be asked to take a turn 

facilitating client group-support calls/webinars (i.e., Graduate support) or providing strategy sessions that provide 

invitations to the niche-specific programs for which they are certified to provide services.   

 
 

ADVISOR BENEFITS 

 

AFFILIATE COMMISSIONS 

Advisors need to set up an Affiliate account with Relationship Toolshop® International Training Institute to receive 

commissions.  Advisors can give feedback in the discussion forum, offer Gold and Grad calls/webinars, individual 

Strategy Sessions, and do 1-on-1 coaching.  They receive commissions on coaching fees, sales of resources they 

recommend, to support the clients they are coaching, and for referring their coaching clients to Toolshop® 

classes/programs.   

If you were already an RTITI Affiliate prior to becoming an Advisor, your affiliate status will be changed from 

“Affiliate” to “Leader Affiliate,” which provides higher commissions. You will receive confirmation from the 

Affiliate Coordinator that your account has been upgraded.  If you do not receive this confirmation, please send a 

request to have your affiliate account upgraded to SPcommittee@relationshiptoolshop.com.  

 

 

 

ADVISOR FEE SPLITS 

When providing services as a Toolshop® Advisor (primarily coaching participants in Toolshop® courses or 

providing services as part of the RT Expert’s DSP Leader team) and/or using the Universal Blueprint® proprietary 

http://relationshiptoolshop.com/about/affiliates/
mailto:SPcommittee@relationshiptoolshop.com
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system, Advisors are to process coaching and other direct service fees through the RTITI or RT Expert’s shopping 

cart, so fee splits can be automatically tracked and calculated.  

Advisor fee splits are a 90/10 split with 90% going to the coach.  

There is no fee split if Advisors:  
• Have a coaching practice totally separate from RTITI/Toolshop® and  

• Aren’t coaching clients around using or applying the UB® to their relationships, and  

• Are processing their own payments, and  

• Have their own liability insurance.   

 

 

RELATIONSHIP TOOLSHOP® ADVISOR CODE OF ETHICS  

In addition to the Universal Code of Ethics all RTLeaders agree to follow, Advisors also agree to the following: 

□ I agree to be of service to the clients I serve to my utmost ability, while respecting the boundaries of my 

role as a “Relationship Toolshop® Advisor.” I will support clients by using and applying the Universal 

Blueprint® system and its tools in ways that meet their individual needs. When acting in an Advisor role, I 

will not teach the UB® or Toolshop® content and will only answer questions and clarify concepts that they 

have already learned from Toolshop® programs.  

□ I agree to do my fair share to help provide my Advisor services as part of the Expert’s team for the program 

I am certified to use for coaching and supporting clients. I understand my active participation as a certified 

Advisor on their Leader Team is critical for these clients to be reliably and professionally served. I 

therefore agree to meet the expectations and commitments set forth for the Advisors on that team.  

□ I agree to use resources from the niche-specific Relationship Toolshop® in which I have been trained as my 

primary curriculum. Since it would be a disservice to use or refer to information the client cannot access, I 

will refer clients to the Toolshop® resources/services that will best meet their needs. If there are none 

available, I will reference or recommend resources that are consistent with Relationship Toolshop® skills 

and philosophies. 

 

VIOLATIONS/PENALTIES SPECIFIC TO RTITI INDIVIDUAL ADVISORS 

(Not NPO DSP Advisors) 

 
There are two primary services Advisors provide to the clients that are served by the curriculum they are certified to 

use: long-term one-on-one private coaching and group problem-solving and coaching. The latter is usually provided 

through ongoing support services that are part of the Expert’s service funnel (i.e. introductory preview support and 

post-graduate support). Individual Advisors (not NPO Advisors/DSPs) also provide strategy sessions, which 

provide individual problem-solving services. These are the skills the Advisor Training provides.  
 
As part of the Expert’s DSP Team, Certified Advisors are expected to help support the clients who are served in 

that niche. There are many mutually-beneficial reasons why Advisors are expected to help provide their services to 

the clients who are served within their RT niche Expert’s community, including: 

● These services support the clients you are serving. All DSPs (both Advisors and GFs) who are certified in a 

particular Expert’s curriculum are welcome and encouraged to offer all of the Experts’ services to the clients 

they serve, including any support calls/webinars. Since no one person can meet all the needs of all the clients 

who could be served, the Advisor Team collectively supports them. This shared service provision helps you 

better serve your clients, without having to provide separate services on your own.   

● Advisors are part of the Experts’ direct service provider (DSP) team and are critical to their ability to serve 

people in their niche. By each DSP assisting in providing these services, it makes it possible for everyone’s 
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clients to be served without any one DSP or Expert needing to be available as the leader every time the service 

is offered. This is a key component of the Expert’s legacy plan, to be able to scale their RTITI niche division by 

building a team of DSPs who help deliver their programs/services. The Expert needs to know their team 

members are committed to all the clients in that niche and are willing to serve them as a team, doing their fair 

share. 

● Potential income source. DSPs who refer clients to these services can receive a commission if they provide 

their affiliate link.  In addition, any resources the DSP recommends during the provision of the service can 

result in affiliate commissions, if they provide their affiliate link.  

● Professional skill development and maintenance. By participating in these calls, Advisors can observe other 

Advisor’s skills and engage in the discussion, both of which enhance your skills. By directly providing the 

service, as the primary provider for that call/webinar, it keeps your skills from the Advisor Training sharp.   

 
Therefore, if any of the following violations should occur, penalties may apply: 

1. RT Experts may offer group coaching/support services or strategy sessions that require the services of 

Certified Advisors, to clarify and apply what clients are learning from the program(s) the GFs are certified 

to teach. If these services are offered and if an Advisor does not sign up to cover his/her fair share of 

group coaching/support calls/webinars, the following action will occur: 

 
Action: The RT Expert for that niche or the RT Leader coordinator will assign the Advisor to days/times 

still open and notify the Advisor of the assignments.  It is then up to the Advisor to put it on his/her 

calendar and set up reminders to cover these calls/webinars. 

If the Advisor is unable to cover his/her fair share of the group coaching/support calls/webinars and 

notifies the niche Expert and S&P Committee he/she may choose one of the following options instead: 

a. If the Advisor is also a Certified GF for that curriculum, he/she may opt to score skill 

assessments for the programs he/she is certified to teach, if that service is needed. 

b. If the Advisor is not a Certified GF for that curriculum or skill assessment scoring isn’t needed, 

the Advisor can offer to pay another certified Advisor on that team to take his/her spot. 

2. If an Advisor does not cover a support call/webinar he/she is scheduled to cover and does not find a 

replacement.  

 
Reason: Clients not being served and Advisors not showing up gives a bad impression of the Advisor, the 

Expert on whose team the Advisor serves, other leaders on that time, RTITI as a whole, and all RT Leaders. 
 
Action: 
• First offense: The Advisor will be expected to fill two slots, to make up for not showing up to cover the 

one slot for which they were scheduled. If all the slots are full for the year, the Advisor can be asked to 

cover a slot of an Advisor that has already covered a call/webinar or be assigned to the coverage 

schedule for the following year.  

• Second offense: Same as first offense, plus provide the members of the call/webinar a free consultation 

(or topic webinar) on a day/time that does not coincide with the regular calls/webinars. This will show 

the leader’s commitment to the clients and “make it up to” the clients who may have shown up for the 

service that wasn’t provided by the leader who didn’t show up.  

• Third offense:  Appear before S&P committee for disciplinary probation hearing. 
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This Standards and Practices Manual provides the most detailed information about the various forms of Relationship 

Toolshop® instructor certification. Publicity materials and application packets may only offer summaries, for reader-friendly 

information to assist in deciding to get more information about this unique career-building opportunity. 

To continue reading the Standards & Practices Manual, go to: http://relationshiptoolshop.com/leader-training/applicant-

info/leader-applicant-information/ and click the link for other sections: 

Part I: Introduction 
Part II: Content Contributor (Non-Leader Opportunity) 
Part III: DSP Universal Policies (Direct Service Providers)  
Part IV: Advisors 

Part V: Group Facilitators  

A. Group Facilitators: Private Consultant providing training programs to the Public 

B. Group Facilitators: Employees of Non Profit Organizations providing Toolshop® training programs to their own 

clients  

C. Speaker Bureau Policies 

D. Trainer-Of-Trainer Certification Process 

Part VI: Certified Relationship Toolshop® Expert 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Jody Pawel, the author of The Parents Toolshop® and founder/President of Relationship Toolshop® International Training 

Institute, and the Standards & Practices Committee hope this manual has answered any questions you have about being a 

Relationship Toolshop® Leader. If you have any further questions or concerns, feel free to contact the Standards & Practices 

Committee at S&Pcommittee@RelationshiopToolshop.com or (937) 748-4541. 

 

 

Ambris 

Publishing 
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